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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE March 13, 2014
Q88 LLC Launches Online Voyage Management System - www.Q88VMS.com
Q88 LLC is pleased to announce the launch of Q88VMS, a state-of-the-art
voyage management system specifically designed for the tanker industry.
Fritz Heidenreich, President, said, “We have spent the last 18 months working
on this new platform and we are confident that it will significantly speed-up
decision making on fixing voyages, centralize all voyage related
communications, improve the bottom line and, above all, ensure that everyone
has access to the latest information about the fleet.”
“We are especially delighted that Q88 LLC is continuously proving its ability and
commitment to achieve its goals. Since day one, our mission has been to
connect the global shipping industry and to facilitate the sharing of information
in an efficient and productive way and the Q88VMS launch represents another
important step in this direction. It gives us the confidence that we are doing
things right.”
Q88VMS is a web-based platform for managing all voyage related information.
By providing a centralized platform for commercial managers to access and
manage all voyage data. Q88VMS significantly increases the efficiency and
accuracy of maintaining this information.
About Q88 LLC
Q88 LLC, through its offices in the United States and Singapore, operates the
www.Q88.com and www.Q88Dry.com websites which serve the tanker and dry
bulk industries. There are over 1,000 companies with an aggregate fleet of over
8,000 vessels using our services.
Q88 LLC also offers www.Milbros.com, a solution for product and parcel tanker
owners. This is available via the web or PC install and contains details on over
11,800 Annex I and II cargoes. It is continuously updated with new regulatory
and safety information making Milbros an essential tool for today's ship
operators.
Company headquarters is located in Stamford, Connecticut, USA.
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